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a wa*kab*e & bike'table street proposal

...
I• ~ ackground
Serving as an arterial road, R.eseda Boulevard extends
the entire stretdi of the San Fernando Valley. This

primary Boulevard intersects with two freeways that are
approximately six miles away from each other; the
Ronald Reagan Fwy (118) to the north and the Ventura

Fwy (101) to the south. The selection of the project scope
is a 1,5 mile
to

stretch of Reseda Boulevard that runs parallel

the California State University Northridge (CSUN)

campus. CSUN is known to he a commuter school with

high vehicular congestion around campus, eapecially on
Reseda Boulevard. With cars being the dominant factor
at the site, wallmbility and bikeahility ia minimal as

cerwn characteristics discourage such activities.
Collaborating with the Dutrict 12 Councilmember'a office,
the prospect of this project is to provide recommendatiOllll
that can encourage wallmbility and bikeahility on Reseda

Boulevard.

I~ urpose
The purpose of this project was to analyze el.ementll al
the site that encourage/discourage individuals to walk
and bike. After analyzing the collected data,
recommendations (design guidelinea) were developed to

help promote wallmbw.ty and bikeahility on Reseda
Boulevard. These guidelines provide aolutiOllll to
inadequate dements that inhibit walking and biking and
further encourage elements that already Coater walking

and biking.

...
I• rocess
Two methods of data collection were aercised in this study. The 6nt was a questiomi.aire that was administered to individuals walking
on or near Reseda Boulevard (map 1). The second was observation which allowed for groups of two students to

analyze a speci6c

element. The combination of both allowed for objective evaluations and understanding :individuals' perception of the existing conditions.

After documenting what individuals liked and disliked about the existing conditions and combining the thorough site analytiia
observations, design guidelines were prepared.

l'.: uestionnaires
With 35 student researchers, each student was designated a speci6c location at the site (map 1).

Superior

The questionnaire consisted of sh: questions which were asked to individuals only if a 'yes' answer was

Halsted

provided. for question number one; do you live/work/go to school in N orthridge or Reseda? This was
the case so that responses collected were those of individuals with daily contact with the site. Qµestions
two and three asbl the respondent to provide what the two best and two worst characteristics of
sidewa1ks and crosswalks were. Question four, :S.ve, and sh: asked the frequency for which each

Dearborn

activity was performed: walk, ride a bike or skateboard, and take public transit.
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l,: uestionnaire Outcomes

The compilation of answers provided by respondents concluded that some activiti.ea are performed more often than others, Of 573
respondents the mojority either live (53%) and/or go to school (55%) which means that they may have more of a connection lo the
site as opposed to someone who comes to work (35%) from afur and leaves directly after their shift is over (chart 1). Of 543

respondents, 85% stated that they at least ocasionally walk on Reseda Boulevard (chart 2). Although walking percentages were high,

riding a bicycle or skat:eboard and taking public transit were low in percentages (charts 3 &: 4 ). Of 563 respondents 70% stated that
they never ride a bicycle or skateboard on Reseda Boulevard while of 569 respondents 64% stated that they never use public transil
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Outcomes

BEST characteristics of streets and sidewalks
nwnber of respondents =553
19%

19%

19%
16%

14%
11%

Availabi lity Safety from
of shops and
crime
restaurants

Width of
sidewalks
and

Condition of Cleanliness Landscaping
Site

crosswalks

WORST characteristics of streets and sidewalks
number of respondents =553
21%
18%

15%
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Although certain elements from the site were liked or disliked, there were certain ones that were both liked and disliked.

The most frequent response for the worst characteristic was Trash/graffiti whereas df'an);n.,.s was ranked 5th among the
best characteristics. The top three be.st characteristics were availability of shcps and restaurants, safuty from crime, width
of sidewalks and crosswalks. However, the top worst characteristics was trash/graffiti. Safuty was also a big concern,
Crosswalk safety and safety from traffic were also frequently mentioned responses fur worst characteristics, 9% and 8%

respectively. Al.though safety was ranked in both characteristics, the type of safuty is different. People responded to having
a strong feeling of safety against crime at the site although traffic safety Wllll of great concern.

[I: b s e rv at ion

Outcomes
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Aesthetics being a primary factor
in promoting walking and biking,
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certain elements dealing with

aesthetics were liked and diaiiked.
The site analysis observations

con£rmecl the number one response
of worst characteristics which deals
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with trash and graffiti. Within the 1.5 mile strech of the site, th.ere are
only a total of ten trash cans. From the site observation. many of the

trash cans were overflowing with trash which resulted in trash on the
sidewalk (image 1). Another issue with the types of trash cans is that
the bottom of the can has an opening which allowa fur the trash

liquids to perculate which then stains the sidewalk (image 2).
Although the amount of light is important to fueling safe at night,

an abundance of sunlight during the day can make individuals feel
uncomfortable. Lack of shade was a concern because 7% of respondents
answered that it was one of the worst characteristica A section of the
site provided adequate sh.a.de which was between Plummer and Lassen
(image 3); mostly residential (land use map). The rest of the site was

e:memely deflcient in trees and forms of providing shade. One form
of lack of shacle was the absence of coverings for benches. With eight
uncovered benches, individuals taking a seat arc left exposed to the
elements which can get extreme especially in the summertime with
temeratures

reaching 100+ (streetscape map).
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I Poor Crosswalk Marking

.in the best characteristics category,

Motor Vehicle Acc idents
Involved wi th Pedestrian
& Bicyclist [ 2006 - 2011)

availability of shops and restaurants
was

highly regarded. A beo.e6t in this

stretch of Reseda Boulevard is that land
usage is

ft

# of Pedestrian Accidents

D

#

of Bicycle Accidents

greatly d.iwrsiG.ed. With a

combination of housing, restaurants,

grocery stores, and many others, R.eseda

Boulevard gives easy access to individuals
(land use map). The majority of homes
and apartment complexes on R.eseda
Boulevard are located on the north of the
site; a large variation of retatl busire~ses
is located directly parallel to CSUN
(between Plummer and Nordhoff).In
addition to a variety of hnsinesses, a

large presence of parking lots is observed
throughout the site.

ln promoting walking and bildng. safety
is

of great concern. One of the biggest

:6.ndings in this study was the concern
people have with regards to traffic. Traffic
volume, crosswalk safety, and safety from
traffic were all cetegories in the worst
characteristics with percentages of 18%,

9%, 8%, respectively. The

safety map

illustrates the quantity of traffic: accidents

which involved pedestrians and cyclists.
Traffic accident information was gathered
for a 6:ve year period (2006-11) from
TIMS (Transportation lnjury Mapping
System) website. Although accidents are

reported throughout the site, certain
.intersections have higher concentrations.

The bulk. of the accidents occured on
Reseda Boulevard between Plummer and
Nordhoff and at the Rayen and Reseda
.intersection. The Dearborn and Reseda
intersection w:itn.essed the highest
concentration of pedestrian accidents.

This wide interaec:tion had no stoptght until
recently wh.ic.h made it very di£1kult for
pedestrians to cross a total of 5 lanes.

Fortunately, a streetlight crossing was added
at this intersection in 2013 which will help
improve the safety of pedestrians. The major
concerns for this vehicular arterial road is

safety from vehicles and traffic.

lll esign

Guidelines

1. Continue existing maintenance routine for
clean sidewalks
2. Improve cleanliness by removing graffiti
3. Improve cleanliness by eliminating overflowing
and leaking trash cans
4. Improve comfort of sidewalks, benches and
bus stops by adding shade elements

5. Maintain streetlights to enhance sense
of safety from crime
6. Improve crosswalk safety for pedestrians
& cyclists
7. Improve safety from traffic by
implementing speed control elements

2. remove graffiti

3. trash can
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lll esign

Guidelines

8. Improve surface quality by repa1r1ng
cracks and uneven sidewalks
9. Sustain the existing land use variety
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9. land use variety
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under die 1111pen,isian afPrafeuor Z9nep Toler.
Cost utimaies weie developefl bySllldenrs in die
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under the supervision ofProfessor CraigOlwert.
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